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TOMMASO LA MANTIA, IVAN BUSCEMI, TONI MINGOZZI & BRUNO MASSA

DATA ANALYSIS ON EXTINCT AND LIVING WOODPECKERS
(Aves Picidae) IN SICILY AND CALABRIA (SOUTHERN ITALY)

SUMMARY
Some species of animals related to forest habitats have disappeared or greatly decreased in the
first half of the last century. However, during the second half of the last century the forest areas have
increased and many forests have been protected. This produced conditions for a re-colonization or
reintroduction of extinct forest animal species. The present study is a complete overview of records
of extinct and still living Black Woodpecker Dryocopus martius, European green Woodpecker Picus
viridis, Middle spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos medius and Lesser spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos minor in Sicily and Calabria (Southern Italy). This study was carried out to show that these
woodpeckers, or at least some of them, may have existed in Sicily and are possible candidate for reintroduction projects in the island. This explains the reasons of a historical and contemporary survey
on the presence of the above mentioned species in Calabria, that could be the place where these
birds could be recovered for possible reintroduction projects in Sicily.
Key words: Dryocopus martius, Picus viridis, Dendrocopos medius, Dendrocopos minor, Dendrocopos major, historical records

RIASSUNTO
Rassegna dei dati riguardanti i picchi (Aves Picidae) viventi ed estinti in Sicilia e Calabria (Italia
meridionale). Alcune specie di animali legati agli habitat forestali sono scomparsi o fortemente diminuiti in Sicilia sino alla prima metà del secolo scorso. Dalla seconda metà del secolo scorso, le aree
forestali nell’isola sono aumentate e, in aggiunta, molti boschi sono stati protetti e utilizzati in modo
più sostenibile. Ciò ha creato le condizioni per la ricolonizzazione o la reintroduzione di specie animali legate agli ambienti forestali. Questo studio costituisce una riesamina dei dati storici e attuali
sulla presenza di Picchio nero Dryocopus martius, Picchio verde Picus viridis, Picchio rosso mezzano Dendrocopos medius e Picchio rosso minore Dendrocopos minor in Sicilia e in Calabria (Italia
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meridionale). Lo studio è stato effettuato per comprendere se realmente queste specie fossero presenti in Sicilia e per quali di queste si possa ipotizzare una loro reintroduzione. L’analisi bibliografica della presenza in Calabria si giustifica nel fatto che la regione potrebbe rappresentare l’area di
potenziale prelievo di individui destinati a un eventuale progetto di reintroduzione in Sicilia.
Parole chiave: Picchio nero, Picchio verde, Picchio rosso mezzano, Picchio rosso minore, Picchio rosso maggiore, distribuzione storica, Italia meridionale.

INTRODUCTION
According to a forest inventory, in Italy the forested areas have grown
from 8,675,100 hectares in 1985 to nearly 10,470,000 hectares in 2011 (DE
NATALE & GASPARINI, 2011). This growth has involved all Italian regions, especially Sicily, where the forest area, increased from 266,400 ha in 1985 to 512,121
in 2009 (HOFFMANN, 2011). This afforestation process followed the great deforestation occurred during the last century, which peaked during World War II.
Forest reduction and fragmentation led to a decrease in number of birds and
even to the loss of some endemic species (MASSA & LA MANTIA, 2007).
As a result of the recent forest expansion, the population of many species,
which depended on forest ecosystems, such as birds, increased once again, as
demonstrated by the ever-growing birds population all over Italy (RETE
RURALE NAZIONALE & LIPU, 2011; CAMPEDELLI et al., 2012) and in Sicily (LA
MANTIA et al., 2014a, 2014b).The present study includes a complete overview
on reports of Picidae in Sicily and Calabria, namely: Black Woodpecker Dryocopus martius, European green Woodpecker Picus viridis, Middle spotted
Woodpecker Dendrocopos medius and Lesser spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos minor. The Great spotted Woodpecker has been excluded from this
research because it is still present and widespread in Sicily and Italy.
The aim of this study is to show that some species of woodpeckers may
have existed in Sicily and may be reintroduced on the island, whenever the
causes that led to their extinction will be eradicated. For this reason a historical and contemporary research on the presence of them in Calabria, has been
conducted. Calabria, indeed, is the place where these birds could be recovered for possible reintroduction projects in Sicily.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A detailed bibliographical research on woodpeckers in Sicily and Calabria has been carried out on scientific journals, national and local books. In
inverted commas the sentences translated from Italian or French. Addition-
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ally, we examined all the specimens present in the following museums and
collections: Museo Regionale of Terrasini (Palermo) (Orlando coll.), Museo
Civico di Scienze Naturali of Randazzo (Catania) (Priolo coll.), A. Rizza Coll.
at Liceo Classico T. Gargallo of Siracusa.

RESULTS
Sicily
The earliest reference on the presence of woodpeckers in Sicily, dates
back to CUPANI (1713), who illustrated a Lesser spotted Woodpecker, whose
identification was confirmed by BENOIT (1840) and RIGGIO (1892). PRIOLO
(1996) wrote about it: “To paint the illustration the painter must have had the
specimen in front of him, there is no doubt about it”; and MASSA (2009):
“Cupani’s illustration […] witnesses the presence of this species in Sicily during the past. Probably that specimen was extinct by 1900, and this is most
likely due to a reduction of woodland areas”.
GALVAGNI (1837-1839), in his fauna of Etna reported the presence of
three species of woodpeckers, namely the Great spotted, the Middle spotted
and the Lesser spotted Woodpecker. It is of utmost importance to highlight
that among dialectal names of woodpeckers listed by LA MANTIA & MASSA
(2008) there is not the Middle spotted Woodpecker, whose dialectal name has
been mentioned only by GALVAGNI (1837-1839). Further, POWER (1839) in
his Ornithological Sicilian Catalogue containing vernacular names from
Messina, Palermo, Catania and Enna listed the following species of woodpeckers: Picus martius, Picus viridis and Picus minor (without the dialectal
name) and Picus major (with dialectal name). Additionally, the Author listed
the species of stuffed birds preserved in the Benoit collection, mentioning the
Black Woodpecker (see also TRISCHITTA, 1919).
With regards to the Lesser spotted Woodpecker, BENOIT (1840) wrote
“This little woodpecker lives in the same places of the Great spotted Woodpecker, it has the same habits though it is rarer”, while about the Black Woodpecker he reported “It is extremely rare in the proximity of Messina. Nevertheless, as two or three specimens have been killed, and in different times, I
assume they populate woodlands in the core of the island, owing to the fact
that they are sedentary”. Moreover, he wrote about the European green
Woodpecker “He lives in woods as its congeners; it is common in Sicilian
woods, whereas it is rare in the forests of Messina. It nests inside holes in
trees, the female lies six to eight white eggs” (BENOIT, 1840). Later on, POWER
(1842) reports the vernacular names for all three species of woodpeckers but
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clearly borrowed from Benoit and therefore they are not completely reliable
(a critical evaluation of the work of Benoit, also in relation to the work of
Power, is reported in LA MANTIA, 2008 and LA MANTIA & MASSA, 2012).
MALHERBE (1842-43), who is considered to have plagiarized Benoit’s
work (see LA MANTIA & MASSA, 2012), wrote about the Black Woodpecker
“It is possible to find it throughout the year in Sicilian forests, mainly in the
hinterland ones” and on the European green Woodpecker “This woodpecker populates every forest of the Sicilian hinterland. It is quite rare in woodlands nearby coastal areas, mainly in the surroundings of Messina”. He mentioned, as well, the Middle spotted Woodpecker: “is uncommon in Sicily and
has always been there probably confused with the Great spotted Woodpecker”. Concerning the Lesser spotted Woodpecker he wrote “This little woodpecker is less common in Sicily than the Great spotted Woodpecker, nevertheless it lives in many areas of Europe, in every forest of the Island and in
Algeria, as well”. We should reconsider Malherbe’s work as to the fact that he
actually went to Sicily, although for a fleeting visit. Indeed, he wrote (MALHERBE, 1842-43) “I would never let this occasion pass me by without leaving
a thank to Carmelo and Joseph Gemmellaro, C. Maravigna, Francesco Cacciola of Catania and Luigi Benoit of Messina, for giving me the honor of carrying out my work while staying in Catania and Messina”. It is useful to point
out that Malherbe was an expert on woodpeckers, since he described new
species (MALHERBE, 1843, 1845, 1849 [1847], 1850, 1852, 1854, 1857) and
composed a four-volume essay on Picidae (MALHERBE, 1861-62).
MINÀ PALUMBO (1853) in his inventory of the birds in the Madonie wrote
about the Great spotted Woodpecker alone, and only subsequently he mentioned the Middle spotted Woodpecker (MINÀ PALUMBO, 1856-57). Nevertheless, as explained by MASSA & SARÀ (2011) the reason that led Minà Palumbo
to report the presence of this species in the Madonie area, was easily clarified
through the analysis of his iconography, that revealed the similarity between the
young specimens of Great spotted and Middle spotted Woodpeckers.
BIRBECK (1854) wrote about the Black Woodpecker “Very rare in Sicily.
Quite common at Naples…”; he also described, in general terms, the Middle
spotted Woodpecker, thus it is not clear whether he wanted to describe its
presence in Italy and/or Sicily writing “Not uncommon”.
DODERLEIN (1869-74) reported about Black Woodpeckers on the basis
of what was previously recorded by BENOIT (1840), whereas he stated about
the European green Woodpecker “This bird is extremely rare in Sicily, mainly with regards to the proximity of Messina, Agrigento, Palermo; as a consequence many hunters are not even aware of its existence. Some specimens live
and nest in big woodlands in the mainland, where some specimens were captured and preserved in cabinets of Siracusa, Catania and Palermo”. With
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regards to Middle spotted Woodpecker he commented on what had been
reported by Minà, cited above, though in his handwritten notes (DODERLEIN,
ca. 1890) he affirmed that specimens captured in Sicily were actually juvenile
Great spotted Woodpeckers. About the Lesser spotted Woodpecker he wrote
“In Sicily, it lives in the same areas where Great spotted Woodpeckers live, of
which is by far less common. I could hardly find some specimens in inland
areas. Besides I saw a few stuffed specimens exhibited in museums of Catania
and Siracusa”. Doderlein’s main work was firstly published in 1869, when he
wrote about woodpeckers, and finished in 1874. While finishing his work,
SALVADORI (1872), who did not provide original information about Lesser
spotted Woodpeckers and European green Woodpeckers, claimed about the
Black Woodpecker “It is believed to live in Sicily… nevertheless, I cannot
hide the fact that Doderlein has not found it yet, and I want to highlight this
fact because the existence of Black Woodpeckers in Sicily is quite unlikely, in
my mind” (he quotes Benoit and Malherbe). This seems to “oblige” Doderlein to write in his reviews of the Avifauna of 1873 “Salvadori doubts its presence in the Sicilian bird life… but it actually exists in Sicily, however rare. To
uphold this I could mention the proofs supported by Benoit, Martorana and
other mountain hunters who report its presence within the central mountains
of the Region. Indeed, Mr. Michele Auteri of Catania, a well-known possessor of an astonishing rare bird collection, claims that, among others, he witnessed a specimen being killed in the woodlands of Etna, particularly in the
woodland named Zafferana, and consequently he kept that specimen in his
collection”. He analyzed, as well, the similarity between Middle spotted and
Great spotted Woodpeckers and he concluded by saying “Whereas its existence in Sicily still remains an open question”.
However, in 1872 Doderlein had clearly stated that “Two or three woodpecker species, the Great Spotted Woodpecker … the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker … frequently nest in the woodland regions of the island”. He added to
the list of woodpeckers the Middle spotted Woodpecker which he considered
“Missing among the species that have not been monitored recently, due to the
fact they were considered as existing as a consequence of imperfect observations” while he counted the Black Woodpecker and the European green Woodpecker among “Rare birds or birds of passage, at times, coming to Sicily from
the north”. The same information is found in Doderlein’s work of 1881.
GIGLIOLI (1881) in his first work about Italian birds stated that the Lesser spotted Woodpecker was “present throughout Italy, anywhere abundant”;
on the Black Woodpecker he added “I am aware that its presence is limited
to the Alps” and he quoted Benoit and Doderlein with regard to the specimen
of Auteri collection. Furthermore, he considered the European green Woodpecker as “Rare in our islands, it seems do not exist in Sardinia”. Concerning
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the Black Woodpecker of the Auteri collection, later GIGLIOLI (1886), quoting Benoit and Doderlein, further remarked “I personally went to visit that
collection in 1881, and I did not see a trace of that woodpecker. Besides, when
I asked Baron Auteri about that particular specimen, he did not remember
the case”. In addition, as to the Middle spotted Woodpecker he reported that
“for many, the presence of the species in Sicily is still unlikely, as it had been
confused with juvenile Great spotted Woodpeckers. Nevertheless I listed
their vernacular names following Doderlein. Furthermore, in 1883 I examined a Middle spotted Woodpecker specimen from the Rizza collection in Siracusa, which is said to have been captured in the proximity of that area; I also
found one in the Museum of Palermo”. He also mentioned the European
green Woodpecker stating that “They are rare in Sicily” and in his appendix
he added another dialectal name, used in Palermo. Actually, the Rizza collection contains a pair of European green Woodpeckers and one Middle spotted Woodpecker (without collecting data), and a Lesser spotted Woodpecker from Sicily (CORSO & IENTILE, 1994).
GIGLIOLI (1889) recorded both Black and European green Woodpeckers as uncommon in the province of Messina (source: Ruggeri and Pistone)
and the Lesser spotted Woodpecker as extremely rare in the province of
Messina (source: Pistone), infrequent in mountains, and sedentary in the
Madonie area (source: Palumbo and Morici).
Furthermore, GIGLIOLI, in his “Inquiry” (1890) quoted his collaborators
from the province of Messina (Pistone and Ruggeri), who reported the presence of Black Woodpeckers as infrequent, of Great spotted Woodpeckers as
“Very scarce” and of Lesser spotted Woodpecker as “Rare but sedentary”.
Only Pistone (in GIGLIOLI, 1890) considered the Middle spotted Woodpecker to be “Extremely rare” and the European green Woodpecker as “Common
in mountains”. In a note, GIGLIOLI pointed out the fact that Pistone had an
extremely beautiful collection of the birds of the area. Other collaborators of
Giglioli did not remark the presence of woodpeckers within their areas
(whereas they registered their presence in coastal areas or in inland cereal
zones). Minà Palumbo and Morici Minà, who were in charge of reporting
data from the Madonie area, recorded the presence of the Great spotted and
Lesser spotted Woodpeckers, the latter as “Rare in mountains but sedentary;
it migrates during winter”.
Finally, GIGLIOLI (1907) wrote that Zodda alluded to a specimen of
Black Woodpecker in the Pistone collection, though when he personally went
visiting that collection he did not find trace of that nor Pistone mentioned it.
Moreover, he stated that European green Woodpeckers were very scarce in
southern Italy, nevertheless they were present in Sicily, and he considered the
Lesser spotted Woodpecker as sedentary in Italy and lacking in Sicily.
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MARTORELLI (1906) did not add anything new to the presence of woodpeckers in Sicily and in Calabria. Concerning the Black Woodpecker,
TRISCHITTA (1919) quoted BENOIT (1840), MALHERBE (1842-43), DODERLEIN
(1869), SALVADORI (1872) and Doderlein’s subsequent rectification of 1873;
moreover, he quoted also GIGLIOLI (1886) and his visit to the Auteri collection, defending Benoit’s position. To support him he availed himself of
POWER’S argumentations (1842). TRISCHITTA (1919) specified that the Benoit
collection was given to the University of Messina and that, following the 1908
earthquake, Giuseppe Sturniolo recovered a Black Woodpecker that unfortunately did not have any label. Further, according to TRISCHITTA (1919)
Giglioli visited the Pistone collection before 1890, while Pistone got the Black
Woodpecker specimen (as he told to Trischitta himself) only during the summer of 1900 or 1901 “He received it in flesh from an old farmer, who claimed
it was killed in the woods of Messina”. Trischitta, then, used ZODDA’s information (1901-1905) about the fact that he could observe a specimen of Black
Woodpecker from Messina, in the Pistone collection. ZODDA (1901-1905),
with regard to this species, wrote “Within our Island it only lives in the tall
tree woods of Messina, and it is extremely rare”, whereas on European green
Woodpeckers he commented “In Sicily it is sedentary, it lives in oak, chestnut
and hazelnut forests, etc. in the province of Messina, though it is most common in the inner part of the province rather than in the coastal region. There
are no records of it in the eastern part of Fiumedinisi woodland whereas it is
more frequent towards the western part of it. It is common in Ucria, Alcara li
Fusi, Castell’Umberto etc. There are no trace of it in other areas”. About the
Middle spotted Woodpecker, ZODDA (1901-1905) stated “It is extremely rare
in Valdemone woodlands, but it is less rare in Madonie. During winter, it
leaves to settle in other uplands (such a behaviour was also registered by
MINÀ PALUMBO, 1856-57 and Minà Palumbo and Morici in GIGLIOLI, 1890).
There are no records of its presence in other regions”. Finally, with regards to
the Lesser spotted Woodpecker, he said “It is more common, though still
rare, in the east and west part of northern Sicily, in Messina, as well as in Calabria and in the rest of the island it is unknown”.
ARRIGONI DEGLI ODDI (1929) reports are based on second-hand information: he considered the well-known Sicilian specimen of Black Woodpecker preserved in the collection of Trischitta from Messina, which previously formed part of the Pistone collection that was destroyed during the
earthquake in 1908 (see above). About the European green Woodpecker he
stated that it was uncommon in Sicily (probably referring to Doderlein’s opinion); he believed the Lesser spotted Woodpecker breeding in Sicily, probably
also referring to Doderlein (who then amended the information, as previously mentioned). In spite of this, the Arrigoni degli Oddi collection contains a
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Lesser spotted Woodpecker specimen (ex Sgroi) from the Nebrodi Mountains dated back to February 1899 (see FOSCHI et al., 1996).
GRASSO (1944) reported the presence of both the European green and
the Great spotted Woodpeckers from Caltagirone (Catania); it is important to
highlight that TARANTO ROSSO (1844) analyzed the same area and among
“woodpeckers” he registered the Wryneck alone.
ORLANDO (1956) wrote “Until the end of the last century, the European
green Woodpecker was quite common in Sicily, and it was quite common in
the provinces of Palermo, Messina, Catania, Enna and Caltanissetta; it is
unknown whether it populated the province of Agrigento; it did not live in the
provinces of Siracusa (source: Riera) and Trapani (source: Venezia from
Castelvetrano). Nevertheless, since the first decade of this century it was quite
rare and we could register the presence of few specimens only in the provinces
of Palermo, Messina and Catania. An adult male specimen in my collection
comes from Gibilmanna woodland and was captured in the Legrecore locality in 1916. Since 1930 I have been searching it, in vain. In 1930’s the European
green Woodpecker was present, for example, in the Malabotta woodland, in
the province of Messina; in 1934 my researches within those areas were unsuccessful… To conclude: the presence of the European green Woodpecker in
Sicily, certain until 1915 and quite certain, though in few and quite limited
areas, until 1930, today can be defined as uncertain, with a scarce number of
specimens and it is being on verge of extinction”. With regards to the Lesser
spotted Woodpecker he stated: “I may repeat the considerations I previously
made for European green Woodpeckers. I have an old adult male specimen
from Gibilmanna forests, locality Bosco, captured in 1908, it was believed to
be living in the provinces of Palermo (Madonie, Forest Cava, fide Ajola) and
Catania (woods of Sperlinga and Intronata, fide Mocciaro) until 1930. Nevertheless, I have been looking for it for 25 years now...”.
Recently, in the first Sicilian birds atlas (LO VERDE & MASSA, 1985), the
presence of the European green Woodpecker is commented as follows
“Recent (1981) possible attempts of migrating or nesting (source: A. Priolo,
F. Tassi)”; IAPICHINO & MASSA (1989) clarified that those observations were
made by F. Tassi on the 22nd of November 1981 and by A. Priolo in May 1982
nearby Bronte, though they are fleeting remarks, thus uncertain.
LO VALVO (1999) mentions the European green along with the Lesser
spotted Woodpecker for their presence in museums, however he did not
specifically examined them, for he wrote “I still have doubts”.
Finally, CORSO (2005) gave some very general observations on the European green Woodpecker, which he presumed that may have been confused
with the female of a Golden Oriole.
These are the specimens of woodpeckers (Great spotted Woodpecker
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excluded) present in Sicilian museums: 2 Lesser spotted Woodpecker, 3
European green Woodpecker, 1 Black Woodpecker (see ORLANDO, 1956). In
particular, woodpeckers exhibited at Terrasini Museum have the following
data; Black Woodpecker, adult male, Sicily, Forests in province of Messina
ante 1885 ex Benoit’s collection, ex Sturniolo collection (see ARRIGONI DEGLI
ODDI, 1929, p. 347); European green Woodpecker, male, Cefalù, loc. Legracore Sicily, no date. (Figs 1-3)

Fig. 1 — European green Woodpecker Picus viridis, male collected at Cefalù, loc. Legracore Sicily,
now preserved at Museo Regionale of Terrasini (Palermo).
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Calabria
Woodpeckers were first mentioned in Calabria by COSTA (1839) who
wrote: “With the exception of two species of Picus genus living in the wood
and mountain areas, I did not register the presence of other species while staying in Aspromonte. The first one I saw was Picus martius (1), also known in
the area with the vernacular name of Colà Pizzicaferro (2)”. He also added:
“This area is said to be inhabited also by the so called “Gatto di Montagna”
(Cat of the mountain) woodpecker, but I didn’t get the chance to see one...”.
COSTA (1857) reported for the Black Woodpecker the dialectal name used in
Calabria “Colajàppicu …is rare in the heights of Aspromonte, the Gran Sasso
d’Italia and in the beech woods”. DODERLEIN’s handwritten notes (ca. 1890)
recorded that the Black Woodpecker was also present in the Sila area. GIGLIOLI (1881) generically claimed that the Lesser spotted Woodpecker was
“widespread throughout Italy”. Concerning the Black Woodpecker in 1886
GIGLIOLI stated “Professor A. Fiori wrote from Catanzaro on the 7th June of
1884, that he confirms the presence of this species in the Sila area (Calabria),
although he did not encounter any specimen”. In the appendix of the same
book he mentioned the vernacular name of the Black Woodpecker used in
Calabria. He gave no further indication concerning other woodpeckers.
LUCIFERO (1898-1901) added “In 1886 I was writing to Professor Giglioli… in many of the excursions I took part to in the Sila, only once I had the
chance of seeing a pair of Black Woodpeckers in the midst of a thick pine forest”. Still, LUCIFERO (1898-1901) was searching for the Black Woodpecker, as
advocated by Giglioli “In August 1889, from Mongiana, a characteristic town
in the Apennines in the province of Catanzaro, my brother-in-law Giuseppe
Morabito, sent me two beautiful specimens… in October 1889, Professor
Daniele Levato from Magisano (in the province of Catanzaro) kindly gifted
me with the head of a Black Woodpecker, that he received from a hunter of
his hometown”. As for the Lesser spotted Woodpecker he wrote: “Not very
frequent, but sedentary. I saw it, during the winter, in the woods along the
Neto, on the borders of the coastal region and I killed many of them. I saw it
in the Sila, in the middle of a beech forest in the August of 1884”. The European green Woodpecker was reported as “Sedentary, but quite rare. In January 1886, I spotted one in the Piana di Cerchiara (in the province of Cosenza)
and another one on February of that same year, nearby the Neto…in March
1890 I was sent a beautiful specimen from Mongiana. In December 1893, Mr.
Achille Arcuri from Rocca di Neto killed a female in Corazzo (coastal area
near Crotone); and I myself, killed a male in that same area, in January 1894”.
Concerning the Black Woodpecker GIGLIOLI (1889) reported the same information as Lucifero did for the Sila. He considered the European green Wood-
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Fig. 2 — Black Woodpecker Dryocopus martius, adult male collected in Sicily, woods in province of
Messina ante 1885 (ex Benoit’s collection, ex Sturniolo collection). This old specimen was restored
by the taxidermist G. Ajola and now is preserved at Museo Regionale of Terrasini (Palermo).
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Fig. 3 — Lesser spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos minor, adult male collected at Cefalù (Sicily),
1908. Specimen preserved at Museo Regionale of Terrasini (Palermo).
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pecker common and sedentary, in the province of Reggio Calabria (source:
Moretti). Later, GIGLIOLI (1890) also reported the same data obtained by his
collaborator Moretti from Radicena (Reggio Calabria), considering the European green Woodpecker, as “quite common and sedentary”.
DE FIORE (1890) reported the same information of COSTA (1857) on the
Black Woodpecker, recorded from Aspromonte. He also stated that Giglioli
saw a Black Woodpecker in Naples zoo that “according to Professor Costa
had been captured in Aspromonte”. DE FIORE (1890) also recorded the same
data as Fiori (in GIGLIOLI, 1886) and LUCIFERO (1898-1901) for the Sila
woods, with these only original words “I know that it has been observed in
Cariglione on August 1887. Therefore it has been confirmed that this species
can be found in Calabria, however rare”. As for the European green Woodpecker, DE FIORE (1890) wrote “It is uncommon: I have seen a few near the
mountains of Taverna, but never near those of Maida. It appears to be more
common in the Reggio province”. MOSCHELLA (1891) wrote about the Great
spotted and the European green Woodpeckers; on the latter he quoted “This
bird is not very common in Reggio, but in severe winter conditions it can be
observed in the woods. I was once gifted with one from Doctor Lacava on 3rd
November 1887, that had been killed in Cardeto. Another one was given to
me by Mr. Vincenzo Medici, and it was captured in Bianconovo on February
1891”. MARTORELLI (1906) more generically wrote that the European green
and the Lesser spotted Woodpecker are both present in Italy, while he on the
18th January 1902 in a market in Milan saw an adult male Middle spotted
Woodpecker killed in Calabria. As for the Black Woodpecker he wrote
“Apparently now it is not so rare in the highest forests of Calabria”. Also
GIGLIOLI (1907) listed the Black Woodpecker as being sedentary but uncommon in the Sila. He obtained many specimens from Sila, including one from
Cropalati (Cosenza). Writing about the Great spotted, the Lesser spotted and
the European green Woodpecker PISANI (1907), with regards to Rossano Calabro, added that “They are not frequent and live in highly wooded mountains”. ARRIGONI DEGLI ODDI (1929) stated that the presence of the Black
Woodpecker had to be confirmed in Calabria, adding that he only knew the
specimen of Cropalati. LUCIFERO (1904), in a paper written just to integrate
some records of ARRIGONI DEGLI ODDI (1929) on Black Woodpecker in Sila,
added: “I asserted and proved my assertion, sending two specimens of this
species, killed in our Apennines, to Professor Giglioli in Florence in August
1889”. MOLTONI (1940) observed and captured one European green Woodpecker in the surroundings of Camigliatello, one Lesser spotted Woodpecker
between Rovito, Lappano and Camigliatello, while as for the Black Woodpecker, he didn’t observe and reported data from other Authors, improving
Arrigoni degli Oddi’s words and explaining how the adult female captured in
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Cropalati, Cosenza province, had been captured at 367 m, not at 3,542 m asl,
and that it is preserved in the museum of Florence. In the third edition of
MARTORELLI (1960), Moltoni and Vandoni edited a note about the Black
Woodpecker as “Still being present in some parts of the Apennines in Calabria”. STRESEMANN (1957) observed 6 individuals of the Black Woodpecker
in the beech woods of the Pollino National Park, and highlighted, citing
Moltoni, that from 1895 it was no longer seen in Calabria. He also observed
the Lesser spotted Woodpecker, alone or in pairs, at 1100-1400 m asl, while
he saw one European green Woodpecker at 1200 m asl.
DI CARLO (1961) wrote about the Black Woodpecker “One of the main
aims of our journey to Calabria was to find the Black Woodpecker, that had
been already found in the past, but after half a century Stresemann observed
only one in the Pollino National Park”. Di Carlo did not have the chance to
see it, but one of the group travelling with him (Sevesi) heard one in the
woods of the Madonna del Pollino. Among the other woodpeckers in the
Pollino area, not only does he mention the Great spotted Woodpecker but
also the European green Woodpecker. The same DI CARLO (1962) in his second paper on the other parts of Calabria, stated that the European green
Woodpecker was also found in the woods of the Piani di Michelina area and
Serra San Bruno.
MOLTONI (1964) confirmed the presence of the European green Woodpecker, Lesser spotted, Middle spotted and the Black Woodpeckers within
the Sila area. He also reported the picture of two Black Woodpeckers killed
in Giordanello. More recently BEVACQUA (1984) observed the Black Woodpecker in the Sila Piccola area. New studies carried out in that same decade
from the Department of Ecology of the University of Calabria, in the protected areas of the region, confirm nesting of the Black Woodpecker in pure
or mixed formations of black pine and beech forests in the Sila Grande (MINGOZZI, 1984), in the mounts of Orsomarso (MINGOZZI, 1994), as well as in
Aspromonte, however sporadic (BRANDMAYR et al., 1996). The presence and
breeding of the Middle spotted Woodpecker is only confirmed in an area of
the Sila Grande, in mixed turkey oak, beech and pine woods (MINGOZZI,
1984). As for the other species, researches carried out by the University of
Calabria confirm the diffusion in every forest formation of the regional territory of the Great spotted Woodpecker, while the European green and the
Lesser spotted Woodpeckers appear to be less frequent (the Lesser spotted
Woodpecker is most commonly found in mature chestnut groves or in riparian broadleaf tree formations). The data, partly unpublished, on the distribution of the five species (as for the Sila Grande, it is possible to refer to SORACE,
2008), as in other parts of Italy, have been summarized by BRICHETTI & FRACASSO (2008). This framework (that confirms the spread of the Black Wood-
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pecker in high tree forest formations of the whole Apennines, the wide
regional distribution of the Great spotted Woodpecker, of the European
green Woodpecker, and partly, of the Lesser spotted Woodpecker and the
localization of the Middle spotted Woodpecker only in Sila Grande) reflects
a strong increase in terms of knowledge of the ecology and the geography of
the area. However evaluations on the consistency and the dynamic trend of
the population still remain unknown.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study assessed the status of woodpeckers in Calabria and
Sicily. In brief the four species of woodpeckers are certainly historically present in Calabria while in Sicily the presence of the Green Woodpecker and the
Lesser spotted Woodpecker is certain while the regular presence of the Middle spotted Woodpecker and Black Woodpecker remains doubtful. The latter, during the past, was by far more widespread throughout the whole Peninsula. GIGLIOLI (1886), as for the Black Woodpecker, reported that Savi wrote
about it as living “in the thick woods of Sasso Forte, in the Tuscan Maremma;
now they, woods and woodpecker have both disappeared”. It was also present in the pine forests of Ravenna and in other parts of the Apennines where
today appears in expansion (cf. CECCARELLI, 2015).
Sightings in other Italian areas, during the last fifty years, as in the
province of Salerno (KALBY, 1976; MASSA & MASSA, 1978), Abruzzo (CASTIGLIA et al., 1976) and the recent reports from the Po Valley (see LONGO et
al., 2002) as well as the breeding records in the Friuli Venezia Giulia plains
confirm the wide spreading of the species (UTMAR & PADOVAN, 2005) (see for
a review CAMPEDELLI et al., 2012). According to all these observations in the
rest of Italy, the Black Woodpecker was probably present also in Sicily, as
breeder bird. Moreover, the recent observation of the Black Woodpecker at
Portella Castanea (Peloritani Mts, Messina) (PULVIRENTI, 2015) confirms the
possibility that in the past this species was accidentally immigrating from
nearby Calabria, and confirms what was suggested by DODERLEIN (1872)
“…coming to Sicily from the north”.
The reasons for the extinction of the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker seem
obscure if considering the ubiquity of the species. Probably the periodic cutting of forests and the debacle of forests in 1800’s and during the World Wars
(LA MANTIA, 2009) caused the disappearance of demanding forest species, as
presumed by MASSA & LA MANTIA (2007). The surface of woods was estimated on about 100,000 ha in 1819, 27,000 in 1847, 98,000 in 1911, 85,000
in 1947 (LA MANTIA, 2009). During this time, woods and also spontaneous
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riparian vegetation were cutted and in particular standing dead trees were not
left. The same goes for the chestnut woods.
The results of this study identified as a possible “candidate” among the
woodpeckers for reintroduction in Sicily the Lesser spotted Woodpecker. In
order to evaluate the feasibility of its reintroduction, we followed the schemes
proposed by AA.VV. (2007) integrated with IUCN/SSC (2013). First and
foremost the Lesser spotted Woodpecker covers a wide area that includes the
Iberian Peninsula through a great part of Europe and the mid-latitudes of the
Asian continent, manifesting a minor population also in north-east Algeria
and in north-west Tunisia (Krumiria) (HEIM DE BALSAC & MAYAUD, 1962;
ETCHECOPAR & HÜE, 1964; ISENMANN & MOALI, 2000; ISENMANN et al.,
2005). Therefore, Sicily shows some continuity with the other populations.
The southern populations appear to be strictly stationary, only having limited
dispersion displacements that mainly concern younger population. They
rarely exceed a few dozen kilometers. Thus, this may explain why there has
not been a recolonization in Sicily for it is separated from Calabria by an
“arduous” stretch of sea which represents a challenge for small woodpeckers.
The species inhabits a wide variety of forest types, both for composition
and structure (beech forests, oak forests, maple mixed woods, lindens and ash
trees, chestnut groves, etc.), settling in open or marginal areas, as well as linear complexes (mainly along the waterways) or secondary environments, as
cultivated seed orchards and great historical parks (BRICHETTI & FRACASSO,
2008). The Lesser spotted Woodpecker requires larger formations and the
presence of mature, withered or dead standing trees. The latter are particularly important for their feeding, territorial display and nesting. It is also useful to point out that in North Africa the species inhabits cork oak forests of
Quercus canariensis (an oak that may be classified as deciduous-semievergreen) (HEIM DE BALSAC & MAYAUD, 1962; ETCHECOPAR & HÜE, 1964; ISENMANN & MOALI, 2000; ISENMANN et al., 2005).
The Bern Convention and the European Union Annex I of the Birds
Directive 79/409/CEE (now 2009/147/CE) included the Lesser spotted
Woodpecker among the species that require special protection measures. It is
also listed in the IUCN Red List and is particularly protected in Italy under
the existing hunting legislation (Art. 2, Law 157/92).
The possible founders would be taken in a number such as not to affect
the population dynamics. Nonetheless, the number of D. minor specimens
inhabiting the Apennines is, overall, stable (BRICHETTI & FRACASSO, 2008).
Moreover, its population in Calabria lives in a similar environment (BERNARDO et al., 2010a, 2010b) to that of Northern Sicily (Madonie and Nebrodi,
also called Sicilian Apennines) and along the slopes of mount Etna, where the
species used to live. It is also useful to highlight that within the regional parks
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(Nebrodi, Madonie and Etna) regulations prohibit logging in extended areas.
Considering that the reasons that have led to the extinction of the Lesser spotted Woodpecker in Sicily have now been removed, a re-introduction of the
species would represent a turning point for environmental regeneration.
As previously observed for predators on top of the food chain (Northern Goshawk Accipiter gentilis, and forestry nocturnal birds, SERGIO et al.,
2005), also woodpeckers are to be considered as reliable indicators for the
forest species, on a medium scale area (COLPI et al., 2008). Their ability to
drill and gain access to exclusive ecological recesses allows creating the conditions for the expansion of other species, classified as “secondary users”, that
use recesses drilled by Woodpeckers as nests or shelters (VALLEJOS BARRA,
2010). This would represent an advantage both for biodiversity and for an
increasing ecosystem stability.
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